Sand ___ are pretty to look at, but dangerous to walk on. This country was once very green and fertile, but is now a desert. Deserts cover one ___ of the earth’s land area. In the desert areas of the Southwest US there are many ___ towns. An ___ is a place in a desert with water and maybe shade. The Gobi, Kalahari and Namib deserts are on this continent. Prickly pear and saguaro are types of ___. ___ is a common industry in some deserts. A trick of light from the desert heat that appears like water. Desert covering parts of California, Utah, Arizona and Nevada. People who wander through the desert without a permanent home. The ___ is the largest desert at 3.5 million square miles. Desert temperatures can be ___, from over 100 to below freezing. You will often find deserts on the ___ side of a mountain range. Cold blooded animals like ___ enjoy the warm desert sun. Black Widows and Tarantulas are ___ types found in the desert. If a desert gets 10-20 inches of rain a year it is considered ___-___. The ___ is a cold desert where penguins live. Camels or ___ are common forms of desert transportation. __ and wallabies are found in the Great Sandy Desert. Many desert animals are ___ to avoid the heat during the day. If a ___ blows in, cover your eyes and find shelter. Venomous ___ are found on each continent, except Antarctica. When traveling through a desert wear sunscreen to avoid getting ___. Loose plant symbolic of US deserts and ghost towns. Drink lots of water to avoid ___. A ___ enjoys sunning itself, but will warn you if you disturb it. Deserts don’t get much ___ throughout the year.